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Abstract: Due to recent advances in wireless gadgets and mobile computing, the location-based
services have attracted the attention of computing and telecommunication industries to launch
location-based fast and accurate localization systems for tracking, monitoring and navigation.
Traditional lateration-based techniques have limitations, such as localization error, and modeling
of distance estimates from received signals. Fingerprinting based tracking solutions are also
environment dependent. On the other side, machine learning-based techniques are currently
attracting industries for developing tracking applications. In this paper we have modeled a
machine learning method known as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for real time dynamic
object localization. The experimental results are based on real time trajectories, which validated
the effectiveness of our proposed system in terms of accuracy compared to naive Bayes, k-nearest
neighbors, a support vector machine and a decision tree.
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1. Introduction

Due to the latest advancements in wireless technology, demands for location-based mobile
applications, and hardware solutions for tracking and localization have increased. However, for indoor
environments, the use of satellite based solutions such as global positioning systems (GPS) is not
feasible, because satellite signals are unable to penetrate into buildings, walls, etc. [1,2]. GPS is a
standard navigation system designed for outdoor navigation purposes. For indoor environments,
there is no standard solution so far to compete with the GPS standard. Therefore, researchers have
gradually changed their focus to indoor solutions. For indoor environments, a variety of sensing
technologies have been used for localization. These technologies are wireless local area networks
(WLAN), Bluetooth, radio frequency identification (RFID), infrared, ultrasound, etc. [3]. Among the
available wireless technologies, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is considered as an ideal technology
in terms of cost, energy consumption, range and deployment [4]. The word localization generally
refers to the actual location identification of an object with reference to some coordinate system or
known landmark. Moreover, the localization can be static as well as dynamic. Here, the word static
localization means that the target object is stationary, while dynamic or mobile object localization
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means that the object is moving with a dynamic speed inside an indoor environment. The movement
of the target object can be slow, fast and in any direction. The scope of this article is limited to dynamic
object localization.

Dynamic localization techniques are broadly classified into received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) or distance-based and fingerprinting-based localization techniques. In RSSI or distance-based
localization techniques, the signal strength methods acquire RSSI values of the anchor nodes for
estimating the distance. The distance estimation is then used in trilateration, MinMax or least square
based position estimation techniques to compute the actual location of the user. Various methods,
such as particle filters, Kalman filters and extended Kalman filters have been used for object localization
using RSSI distance modeling. These techniques require radio propagation modeling to obtain
distance estimates from RSSI, which is a challenging task. On the other hand, fingerprinting-based
localization techniques do not require modeling of RSSI and radio models for distance estimation.
The fingerprinting-based position estimation techniques consist of two steps. In the first step, a radio
map is generated using fixed anchor nodes, consisting of RSSI patterns for each grid location.
This step is an offline phase of the fingerprinting technique, in which a radio map is developed
which consists of RSSI samples from each anchor node. The disadvantage of the fingerprinting-based
localization technique is its tedious and time consuming offline phase, which totally depends on
the existing physical infrastructure. Any small change in the indoor setup ultimately influences
the offline radio map. In the second step, machine learning based algorithm such as k-nearest
neighbors (KNN) can be used to match the scanned RSSI patterns with the offline database for location
estimation. Beside traditional localization techniques, researchers have also used machine learning
based techniques for tracking and navigation purpose as well. In [5], the researchers used two concepts
to locate the presence of a user in a room; in the first concept, a metric map of the environment was
used to track the movements of people by using device-free-based localization techniques. In the
second concept, a supervised machine learning-based technique was used, i.e., principal component
analysis (PCA), along with KNN, to find out the presence of people in a room with an accuracy of 99%.

There are also some hybrid solutions that combine distance-based localization techniques with
the fingerprinting techniques to improve the position estimation accuracy [6,7]. These methods
may improve localization accuracy at one location, but due to fluctuations in transmission power,
especially in the case of Bluetooth, accurate position estimation is still a challenging task [8]. In order
to address this problem, we propose a method based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA) for the
tracking and position estimation of a dynamic object in an indoor environment using the Bluetooth Low
Energy modules. LDA has rarely been used for the position estimation problem, and its performance
for localization is still undiscovered. To evaluate its performance, we performed real time experiments
and compared its performance with other machine learning techniques.

The main contributions of this article are as follows.

• Modeling of LDA to predict a user’s current location dynamically based on RSSI patterns in real
time indoor environment.

• Comparative analysis of LDA with other machine learning techniques, such as naive Bayes, KNN,
SVM and the decision tree.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses literature review on
existing machine learning localization techniques. Section 3 presents the proposed LDA based system.
Section 4 presents the experimental setup and results, and finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

Object localization techniques can be classified into two broad categories based on distance
and position estimation process, i.e., RSSI or distance-based and fingerprinting-based localization
techniques. In RSSI-based position estimation techniques, the RSSI patterns are obtained from each
fixed anchor node with the help of radio propagation modeling. These patterns are then converted
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in to distance estimates. In the fingerprinting-based approaches, a radio map is generated and then
a pattern-matching algorithm is used to match the RSSI patterns with already-stored RSSI patterns
in the training set or database. These two types of traditional localization techniques have some
limitations [9]. Their localization accuracy depend on environmental factors and the modeling of RSSI
for distance estimation, which is a challenging task. On the other hand, the machine learning-based
solutions provide more scalable and cost effective solutions. The scope of this article is limited to the
machine learning-based position estimation techniques due to their promising results and applications
in the fields of object tracking and localization [4,10]. The following subsection reviews the existing
well-known machine learning-based position estimation techniques.

2.1. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)

KNN is the most simple and typical machine learning approach and has been extensively used for
indoor localization problems based on fingerprinting techniques. For localization systems or indoor
positioning applications, which are based on fingerprinting, KNN provides a solution which is highly
accurate and computationally less expensive. KNN works in a manner that whenever a static or
movable node enters the target region, RSSI patterns of that node are measured. These patterns are
compared with other RSSI patterns already stored in a database. Let K denotes the number of nodes to
be calculated based on nearest RSSI patterns in the database to the target node. For example, if the
value of K is 3, then three nearest neighbors of the target node are identified. Euclidean distance
formula is used for comparing the RSSI patterns. KNN is the most popular localization technique used
in fingerprinting [11].

2.2. Support Vector Machine (SVM)

SVM is also extensively used in the position and distance estimation problems. Because of its
characteristics, it is a popular classification algorithm and has been widely used in image processing,
medical disease analysis, audio signal matching and classification, geo-localization etc. Along with
these variety of application domains, SVM is also applicable for different localization systems or indoor
positioning and localization applications [12]. Compared to KNN, its execution time and complexity
is more.

2.3. Decision Tree

Decision Tree is another machine learning algorithm. It is based on hierarchical method.
In decision tree, parent nodes, i.e. inner nodes or non-terminal nodes are referred as decision nodes.
Whereas, non-parent, terminal or outer nodes denotes classes or features or attributes etc. Basically,
in order to estimate the position of any object, decision tree can be an effective and usable approach.
Similarly, for indoor positioning or localization systems, decision tree can be used in fingerprinting
online phase which is also known as position estimation localization phase, where RSSI patterns of
target nodes are compared with stored RSSI patterns of anchor nodes in the database [4,12].

2.4. Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes is yet another popular and simple machine learning algorithm which is
fundamentally based on the Bayesian theorem. In case of categorical input data, naive Bayes algorithm
is preferable and suitable choice. Naive Bayes can be used in various applications of localization and
classification problems. In case of distance and position estimation, it is trained on RSSI samples. In real
time localization, the advantage of using naive Bayes approach is simple and fast classification [13].

2.5. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

LDA is a machine learning approach which is based on finding linear combination between
features to classify test samples in distinct classes. Recently, this approach was used for indoor
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positioning or localization systems in order to obtain superior and higher accuracy. The performance
of LDA increases when the data is constructed using independent variables with large data patterns.
Although for linear features, this technique is preferable and suitable. But in case of nonlinear pattern
of data, it is still undiscovered, whether it performs accurately or not because to the best of our
knowledge, the performance of LDA on nonlinear data patterns is yet to be discovered especially in
case of position and distance estimations [14].

The next section presents recently developed indoor localization systems based on machine
learning approaches only.

2.6. Related Work

In [11], the researchers developed a fingerprinting-based indoor positioning system known as
RADAR. Its accuracy is 2 to 3 m in indoor environment. In [15,16], the researchers extended the
RADAR system and introduced a probabilistic model based on clustering approach for the indoor
setup. The reported accuracy is 2.1 m. In [17], the authors designed a grid based localization technique
for a limited indoor environment. As per their experimental results, their reported accuracy was
less than 2 m in small scale. In [18], an artificial neural network based localization system have been
proposed which consist of particle swam optimization and a gray wold algorithm in order to optimize
the training process in neural network with better localization. Similarly in [19], decision tree based
localization technique is proposed with 2.1 m position estimation error. They also minimized the
computational complexity but on the other-hand, frequent extraction of RSSI measurements by every
sensor during its training phase was required. Moreover in [12,20] different machine learning based
position estimation techniques have been proposed using Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN). It is
shown that SVM performance in terms of position estimation accuracy is better than other statistical
methods. In [21,22], the researchers claim an increase in the localization accuracy by dividing the
actual space of the mobile node based on signal features. For each region with respect to RSSI features
set, a separate SVM model was trained. This procedure was adopted to minimize the variation in
measured RSSI. However this practice is still debatable whether dividing a large region into smaller
clusters can minimize variations in measured RSSI. KNN approach based on spearman distance
formulation is used to minimize the distance estimation error and to improve position estimation
accuracy in [23]. They performed different experiments and concluded with 2.7 m position estimation
error. Machine learning based techniques for position estimation have been used in [24], KNN and
SVM have been found better compared to others. Recent studies have also explored the deep learning
methods for real time position estimation but still more research work is required to investigate its
practical implementation in small and large scale infrastructures.

3. Proposed System Model

Our proposed system model is motivated from fingerprinting-based localization system using
machine learning approach. The proposed system model consists of two steps. In the first step,
a fingerprinting database is constructed, using real time experimental observations in grid like scenario
for training LDA as well as other classifiers such as naive Bayes, KNN, SVM and Decision Tree.

The architecture of the proposed LDA model is shown in Figure 1, which consist of real time
experimental setup, training and testing of classifiers, for real time localization. We used four Bluetooth
enabled smart phones as access points and one Bluetooth enabled smart phone for RSSI measurements.
Ten RSSI measurements were observed for each location. These measurements have been used for the
training of classifiers. Simulated 1000 RSSI measurements were recorded based on standard deviation
of actual 10 measurements observed at each grid location. The recorded RSSI patterns were divided in
two parts: 90% of the data was used for training and 10% for testing. The flow chart of the proposed
system design is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Proposed System Architecture.
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Figure 2. Flow Chart of The Proposed System Design.

In the second step, the testing of the proposed method is carried out. For this purpose, real-time
experiments were conducted in typical indoor setup inside a computer lab. The size of the lab used
is 10 × 10 square meter as depicted in Figure 3. We used five Bluetooth version 4.0 enabled smart
phones as access Points (AP) and also as a target node. The experimental setup is motivated from
literature studies and based on fingerprinting approach, in which an offline database is developed as
shown in Figure 3. To evaluate the performance in real time for dynamic localization, we collected
measurements of five different trajectories, which resembles human movement with approximately
1 m/s as depicted in Figure 4. We considered five different trajectories: simple, straight, zig zag,
forward, back, and long as well for the validation purposes.
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Figure 4. Five different trajectories are used as test trajectories for performance evaluation. (a) Linear
movement trajectory, (b) Zig-zag trajectory, (c) Forward-backwards trajectory, (d) Linear and non linear
movement trajectory, (e) Partial linear movement with constant speed trajectory.

Position Estimation Using Linear Discriminant Analysis

LDA is extensively used as a supervised machine learning technique to find a linear
characterization between features to discriminate between two or more object classes. LDA is different
from Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and tries to find projections to best discriminate between
object classes [25].

Modeling of LDA for real time position estimation problem is implemented as a classification
problem, where the access point values are considered as features and location coordinates where
they are measured as object classes. For that purpose each location coordinate is assigned a distinct
class label to discriminate it from other location coordinates. In our case there are C = 10× 10 = 100
classes (or class labels). For each class there are N measurements denoted as Y = {y1, y2, y3, . . . ., yN} .
Each measurement is m-dimensional, m in our case represents number of access points and contains
the RSSI values of these access points for the object class. We denote object classes as Ck and
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . , C. Let Yk be a matrix that contains all the measurements related to class Ck
i.e., Y1 belongs to C1 and Y2 belong to C2 class and so on. We obtain z by projecting the samples y onto
a line z = ωTY where

Y =


Y1

.

.

.
YC

 and w =


ω1

.

.

.
ωm

 (1)

where ω represents projection vectors to project Y on z.
To find a good differentiation between the classes, the mean vector of each class in Y and z is

computed as:

µk =
1

Nk
∑

y∈Ck

y (2)

µ̃k =
1

Nk
∑

y∈Ck

ωTy (3)

= ωTµk (4)
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Then the distance among projected means is determined as an objective function J(ω). Let µ1 and µ2

are means of classes C1 and C2.

J(ω) = |ωT(µ1 − µ2)| (5)

The variability within-class is also known as scatter. For every class, we compute variance as
scatter and sum of square differences among the projected samples and their class mean.

s̃2
k = ∑

z∈Ck

(z− µ̃k)
2 (6)

where s̃2
k measures the within-class variability after projecting it on the z-space. Thus s̃2

1 + s̃2
2 measures

after projection variability within the two classes, therefore it is known as within-class scatter of the
projected samples. Then criterion function can be maximized by making LDA as a linear function
wTx as:

J(w) =
|µ̃1 − µ̃2|2

s̃2
1 + s̃2

2
(7)

To determine the optimum projection w∗, J(w) is explicitly expressed in term of w. For that purpose
scatter matrices are used to express the scatter in multivariate feature space y as:

Sk = ∑
y∈Ck

(y− µk)(y− µk)
T (8)

Sw = S1 + S2 (9)

where Sk denotes the class Ck covariance matrix, and within-class scatter matrix is denoted by Sw.
Now, the scatter of the projection z is computed as:

S̃2
k = ∑

z∈Ck

(z− µ̃k)
2 (10)

= ωTSkω (11)

s̃2
1 + s̃2

2 = ωTS1ω + ωTS2ω (12)

= S̃W (13)

where S̃W represents within-class scatter matrix of the projected samples z. Similarly, the difference
among the projected means can be expressed as:

(µ̃1 − µ̃2)
2 = (ωTµ1 − wTµ2)

2 (14)

= S̃B (15)

The matrix SB is called the between-class scatter of the original samples/feature vectors, while S̃B
is the between-class scatter of the projected samples y. Since SB is the outer product of two vectors,
its rank is at most one. We can finally express the Fisher criterion in terms of SW and SB as:

J(w) =
|µ̃1 − µ̃2|2

s̃2
1 + s̃2

2
(16)

=
ωTSBω

ωTSWω
(17)

Hence J(w) is a measure of the difference between class means (encoded in the between-class
scatter matrix) normalized by a measure of the within-class scatter Matrix. To find the maximum of
J(ω), we differentiate J(ω) w.r.t ω and equate it to zero to get ω∗:
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ω∗ = argmax
ω

J(ω) = argmax
ω

(
ωTSBω

ωTSWω
) = S−1

W (µ1 − µ2) (18)

4. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our proposed LDA based real-time position estimation technique
in real time scenarios, we have collected RSSI measurements of five different trajectories depicted
in Figure 4, which resembles real time object movement inside indoor environment for testing and
performance evaluation. The performance metrics used in this study are accuracy, complexity, precision,
cost, scalability and robustness. Motivated from relevant studies we used three standard parameters
i.e., accuracy, standard deviation and time on execution.

4.1. Trajectories

Here the word trajectories refers to the actual real time movement of the user with Bluetooth
enabled smart phone. Figure 4 depicts sample trajectories.

4.2. Testing

To validate the performance of LDA in real time position estimation, the real time location
estimation is carried out using five different trajectories as discussed above. LDA is a bit new approach
for real time object localization and the researchers used other machine learning techniques i.e., KNN,
and SVM. Naive Byees and Decision Tree have also been used but not common as compared to KNN
and SVM. Following subsection presents comparative analysis in terms of accuracy.

4.2.1. Comparison of Accuracy between Classifiers

Following Table 1 presents numerical findings of our simulation studies. Mean accuracy of LDA
in all the five trajectories is better than naive Bayes, KNN, SVM and Decision Tree.

Table 1. Comparative analysis based on Accuracy.

Classifiers Trajectory 1 Trajectory 2 Trajectory 3 Trajectory 4 Trajectory 5

Naive Bayes 86.4 69.2 77.2 77.9 81.2
KNN, N = 1 83.8 60.3 71.2 69.0 65.9
SVM 83.5 66.7 76.9 73.0 81.8
Decision Tree 82.9 64.1 73.2 67.0 71.5
LDA 87.1 72.1 77.3 78.5 81.7

We have simulated five user movements and collected real time RSSI patterns for testing and
validation purposes. Trajectory-1 is a linear movement from one corner of room to another. Due to
linear movement, variation in RSSI is less as compared to other patterns, which resulted in a better
accuracy. In case of linear movement at constant speed, LDA performance is better than others
i.e., 87.1%. Compared to KNN, SVM and decision tree, naive Bayes also produced accurate results
i.e., 86.4%. Similarly in case of partial linear movement with constant speed in Trajectory-5, we observed
naive Bayes accuracy is almost similar to LDA. The worst performance in terms of accuracy was
observed in zig-zag with dynamic user movement in different directions. Experimental results shows
that LDA achieves 72.1% accuracy. The main reasons for this optimal performance is the maximum
variations in the received signals, frequent direction change and also inconstant speed. On the other
hand, if the object is moving slowly with less directional changes, accuracy of all classifiers shows
better results compared to the zig-zag movement. Among all classifiers, LDA performance is better in
all five trajectories followed by naive Bayes, while as the performance of KNN proved to be the worst
in all five trajectories.
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4.2.2. Comparison of Execution Time

Execution time is the time taken by each classifier to localize object real-time location. Table 2
depicts analysis of all classifiers based on average execution time. Our observation reveals that
KNN estimates object location much faster than other classifiers, The main reason is low complexity
computations in KNN method to find the nearest neighbors. In our case we use K = 1 for KNN.
But KNN execution time increases exponentially with the increase in the number of training samples.
SVM takes least execution time after KNN, the main drawback in SVM is that it is a binary classifier,
and it is trained using one-versus-all strategy, which is computationally expensive as compared to
other classifiers. SVM identifies support vectors from the training data and then uses only those
support vectors to classify the test trajectories, resulting in very low execution time. LDA is on the
third number based on execution time. It can be seen that naive Bayes has the highest execution time
as it is based on log likelihood to make location estimation decision, which involves computationally
expensive operations compared to other classifiers.

Table 2. Comparative analysis based on execution time in milli-seconds.

Classifiers Trajectory 1 Trajectory 2 Trajectory 3 Trajectory 4 Trajectory 5

Naive Bayes 118.00 131.00 117.00 117.00 121.00
KNN, N = 1 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
SVM 1.24 1.27 1.26 1.22 1.46
Decision Tree 14.13 14.61 14.50 14.49 15.52
LDA 9.30 9.27 9.16 9.27 9.60

4.2.3. Mean Analysis

We have also measured average mean accuracy and standard deviation of all five classifiers
as shown in Table 3. Based on our real-time experimental studies on five trajectories, LDA shows
supervisor performance by achieving 79.34% accuracy and standard deviation of 4.96 compared to
other classifiers. On the other hand, KNN among all classifiers proved to be the worst in terms of real
time object localization, but its execution time is less as compared to others.

Table 3. Comparison based on mean accuracy % and standard deviation.

Classifiers Mean Accuracy % Mean Standard Deviation

Naive Bayes 78.38 5.62
KNN, N=1 70.04 7.79
SVM 76.38 6.09
Decision Tree 71.74 6.44
LDA 79.34 4.96

5. Conclusions

This paper presented a comparative analysis of different machine learning classifiers for real-time
object localization and tracking in an indoor environment. The experiments were performed by
first collecting RSSI patterns in a dense 10 × 10 indoor environment using Bluetooth enabled smart
phones from four access points for training of classifiers. The simulation environment used were
of size 10 × 10 square meter. Then RSSI patterns for five different trajectories were collected to test
the classifiers. Mean accuracy, execution time and standard deviation were used as performance
evaluation metrics. The experimental results show that the proposed LDA based method works best
for real-time object localization in terms of mean accuracy compared to all other classifiers; KNN, SVM,
Naive Bayes and Decision Tree. The Naive Bayes achieves the second best mean accuracy after LDA.
The experimental results show that the execution time of KNN is least for real time object localization
compared to all other classifiers. This is due to four dimensional feature vector used in the experiments
which contains the RSSI measurement of four access points. With increase in the training data and in
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the dimensionality of feature vector / access points, the KNN execution time will also increase. This is
due to Euclidean distance which KNN uses for classification purposes. SVM achieves the second
best execution time as it identifies support vectors during training phase and uses only those support
vectors to make object localization decisions. However it is a binary classifier and its training phase is
computationally expensive compared to other classifiers. The LDA achieves the third best execution
time. The execution time of naive Bayes is highest among all classifiers.

6. Future Work

In future, the performance of LDA for real time object localization can be extended to multi
floor and inside a single room for static localization. Also, we aim to extend our work with more
experimental results and check its effectiveness with the work of [5]. Besides, the new emerging
paradigms such as 5G technology, Fog Computing, Blockchain, etc. [26] can be explored to deploy
secure localization in large scale indoor environment.
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